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GeometRIzAtIoN 
AND ImAGINARY coNNectIoNs
The buildings of Imre makovecz in the city of Makó

Attila kőszeghy

A hundred years ago an architect suc-
cessfully having fused the standard 
shapes of a dozen architectural styles 
in one building was revered and cel-
ebrated. today we are watching with 
horror the cavalcade of shapes and 
forms of the Paris World expo of 1900 
at the seine. Fifty years ago the belief 
of simplicity of removing the excessive, 
the final cleanness in reduction to a 
few geometric forms has ruled the 
world of architecture. 

this modernity, without any adjec-
tive, offered the silence far away from 
the ordinary motley. monotonity and 
unending repetitions tried to wash out 
everything that had no rhythm or 
things fallen apart or those jointed 
wrongly. Healing beauty and a lot of 
frigid box shapes were formed.

the imaginary connections and their 
successful architects from the begin-
ning of the siècle have left us a lot of 
chaotic, disorderly creatures. some 
have healing beauties.

Imre makovecz geometrizes and 
offers imaginary connections. He ge-
ometrizes by referring to living, exist-
ing creations with gestures towards 
Gothic, secession and art deco. this 
schematisation provides a chance to 
connect the living and the unliving. 
that results not in an ideology-driven 
concoction of styles but in messages 
to be deciphered. the spiritual relatives 
to Heraclitus and Plato. 

An architect cannot explain the sense 
in figurative connections, cannot trans-
late it with existing words. He cannot 
call it clean complexity in the language 
of those obsessed with cleanness.  

In Paul valéry’s eupalinos ou l’archi-l’archi-
tecte précédé  �1923, Gallimard� Phaid-précédé  �1923, Gallimard� Phaid-
rus speaking with socrates says the 
folloowing of the architect: „I felt the 
strength of orpheus in the man. He 
told the majestic future of the heaps of 
unshaped stones and beams around 
us and as if by his word these materials 
were intended to be used at the very 

Photos (of Attila Gyetvai) on the 4–7. pages: 
the makó spa in the process of building
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place where Fate pleasing the God-
dess appointed them to be. And the 
way he spoke with the workers! there 
was no trace of nightlong contempla-
tions in his voice. He only gave orders 
and figures.”

the socrates of valry answers: „this 
is the way of God as well.”

this is not the glory but the only 
chance for the architect.

the makovecz spaces of the spa of 
makó are soon to receive a licence of 
usage. And while it is true that „the 
thermal water at makó is outstanding 
even in the area of the carpathian 
Basin rich in thermal springs support-
ed by the healing mud of maros”, as 
the homepage of the company puts 
it, the city would deserve to have the 
efforts of its citizens shown in a way 
worthy to the message of the build-
ing.

As the spa, the new city hall and the 
similarly exciting bus station building 
arre all messages from an extraordi-
nary place.

Imre Makovecz has received 
St. Steven-prize
the official information from the min-
istry of Defense:  

„Imre Makovecz, the creator of organic 
architecture, the founder of the Hungar-
ian Academy of Arts, the outstanding 
figure of Hungarian Architecture has 
received the Szent István-prize as a re-
ward for his life’s work and active social 
activity. His works have proved over and 
over that with significant will, compe-
tence, a dream and the knowledge to 
make it come true can go long ways if 
we work hard – as Minister of Defense 
Csaba Hende put it in Esztergom at the 
awarding ceremony on September 10. 
(…) „The rewardee said: it is a great joy 
and great honor for him from his nation, 
his homeland, and a great summary of 
his life. This is why he does not feel bad 
for he has and will have no building in 
Budapest. Instead he is on the way in his 
country and  the Carpathian Basin, where 
he built several schools and temples.”
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I sought out Imre makovecz for a few 
words and the conversation was noted 
as follows:

(not without irony): With the Szent 
István-prize* the construction of the 
church in the Upper krisztinaváros 
must have come up somehow…

there are issues with the orders of the 
church design orders in Hungary. I am 
not christian enough according to the 
head of the church as romanticism of 
the 19th century and secession have 
affected me, making the sacred space 
formed by me not authentic enough 
for them. Where an ecumenical church 
would be raised, the catholic priest 
leaves the common effort. there’s no 
need to worry: churches are being 
built in transsylvania.

Even the fences?

It is hardest to achieve at Kolozsvár, but 
the church is in operation even there, 
people are content with it as it is. 

The first English cover volume is in 
progress for Országépítő. It includes the 
roof skeleton of the Makó spa, and the 
Puskás Soccer Academy. 

Now the interior of the spa is done as 
well including the capitals. the soccer 
academy has been a childhood dream 
of viktor orbán. It must be taken care 
of that the standard remains after us. 
there might be differences but those 
coming after us must achieve the same 
level.

We have good quality pictures 
of the dome fire of the spa at Makó.

the fire wasn’t significant and it is not 
in the news either. If something is be-
ing wrecked, that’s always in the news. 
But if we had a great conversation with 
Gyuri csete in his house at mártély, that 
isn’t. 

György Csete has been given the 
Szer-prize at Pusztaszer.

congratulations to him. Back to the 
church at the Upper Krisztinaváros: 
there was an idea to build it in the place 

of the Regnum marianum. the sagra-
da Família of Gaudi �being constructed 
on, quite insensitively� could make 
everybody believe that it is identical 
with the catalan people and it was 
taken seriously. the church at Upper 
Krisztinaváros could similarly be the 
church of the Hungarian nation. And 
in the place of the citadel at Gellért Hill, 
the mausoleum of Heroes of medg-
yaszay or its successor of similar qual-
ity could be established.

* the szent István prize was founded in 2002 by 
esztergom Regional television head Antal Bi-
hari. It can be awarded to those people per-
forming outstandingly in the interests of the 
whole Hungarian nation. the awardee is cho-
sen via public survey and voting, it is awarded 
yearly on the sunday directly preceding August 
20, in esztergom. In 2011, several cities have 
given Kossuth and Yble prize recipient architect 
Imre makovecz the freedom of the city. He re-
ceived the szabadság prize from magyar sza-
badság Napja Foundation advisory board chair 
György Gémesi as a recognition of his work 
done for culture so far.
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Solving secrets open way 
to further secrets 

the essential sentences of Heraclitus’ 
Fragments marked by the number 31 
sound as follows: the transformations 
of Fire are, first of all, sea; and half of 
the sea is earth, half whirlwind. It be-
comes liquid sea, and is measured by 
the same tale as before it became 
earth. their new interpretation in con-
cert with Platonic geometry-cen tered 
thoughts �timaius� is available first on 
this page, and at the same time, the 
numbers focusing on ancient cultures 
receive a new face.

the Platonic five primary shapes that 
can be rendered into spheric or round-
ellyptic forms: the fire-tetrahedron, the 
air-octahedron, the rombohedron 
unifying two fire-tetrahedrons and an 
air-octahedron into one ellyptic shape 
giving the weave of the universe �it has 
been a mistake for millenia that this 
shape would be the dodecahedron�, 
and the icosahedron.

As Heraclitus puts it: The transforma-
tions of Fire are, first of all, sea; and half 
of the sea is earth, half whirlwind. It be-
comes liquid sea, and is measured by the 
same tale as before it became earth. 

The geometric interpretation

the surfaces of five elementally regular 
tetrahedrons give the icosahedron, by 
forming twenty triangles of equal 
sides. six such icosahedrons have 120 
such sides, of which six fiery-airy, 

„whirlwind”-fiery breath-spirits can 
take form after the earth-cube round-
ed by six sides. the cube is nothing else 
but a rombohedron with „pressed” 
sides of isosceles triangles. today we 
would say that a topologic distortion 
takes place. 

the next sentence makes it clear that 
the „whirlwind”-rombohedron is the 
primary-elementary form of a continu-
ous wave-entity that takes forms the 
same way as the earth-cube does, but 
its elementary regular triangles do not 

get distorted. Platon’s timaius relates 
to some twist or turn of this shape of 
this form using the words of Kratylus.

the really moving moment is that 
this shape branching out three ways 
from the points pictures the organisa-
tional directions of a wave entity de-
tectable all around the earth, an-
nounced non-existant a few centuries 
ago that was also modelled by the 
menora of the Bible, but after losing 
the sense of spatiality with the cessa-

tion of attempts to detect thereof it got 
reduced into one plane.

the spirit has become the undeci-
pherable object of psychology. the 
unshaking faith of Imre Makovecz and 
György Csete, together with the mul-
tiplication of living architecture and 
those building world views gives the 
menora-structures hidden in the soil 
of the earth-cube a chance to be raised 
above the surface in infinite numbers 
branching out in space. 

emerging from the water of the 
icosahedron the elongated cube 
is the fifth �instead of the dodeca-
hedron� primary form of Plato.
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